LOCAL FLAVOR: ANCHORAGE DINING

Anchorage’s culinary scene sizzles, so grab a fork and dig in! Restaurants serve up tantalizing tastes that will please any palate. Dishes draw on fresh Alaska ingredients, but also incorporate cuisines from around the globe. Anchorage is the perfect place to enjoy an array of flavors amid an Alaska journey. Start the day sunny side up, fuel a day’s travels, celebrate with an unforgettable dinner or enjoy sweet desserts. Just steps from Alaska waters and just down the road from fertile Matanuska Valley farms, Anchorage chefs delight in presenting Alaska’s wild-caught seafood and locally grown produce. If it’s a hankering for halibut or a craving for crab, local restaurateurs provide an unequaled feast from Alaska waters. Whether ensconced with a magnificent view of the mountains, cuddling in a cozy cafe, sipping a marvelous martini, imbibing a local microbrew or grabbing a reindeer hot dog to go, Anchorage offers options to fit every taste and budget. Bon appétit!

Search by cuisine or style at Anchorage.net/things-to-do/restaurants/